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Military Equipment
706.1   PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This policy governs the use of military equipment, as defined in Government Code § 7070, as
may be amended. The Monterey Police Department (MPD) and its members will comply with
provisions of Government Code §§ 7071, 7072, and with otherwise applicable department policies,
with respect to military equipment.

706.1.1   DEFINITIONS
This policy adopts the following definitions set forth in Government Code § 7070 (c)(1) through §
7070 (e)(16) as may be amended or superseded:

Governing body – The elected or appointed body that oversees the Department.

Military equipment –

1. Unmanned, remotely piloted, powered aerial or ground vehicles.

2. Mine-resistant ambush-protected (MRAP) vehicles or armored personnel carriers.
However, police versions of standard consumer vehicles are specifically excluded
from this subdivision.

3. High mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicles (HMMWV), commonly referred to as
Humvees, two-and-one-half-ton trucks, five-ton trucks, or wheeled vehicles that have
a breaching or entry apparatus attached.

4. Tracked armored vehicles that provide ballistic protection to their occupants and utilize
a tracked system instead of wheels for forward motion.

5. Command and control vehicles that are either built or modified to facilitate the
operational control and direction of public safety units.

6. Weaponized aircraft, vessels, or vehicles of any kind.

7. Battering rams, slugs, and breaching apparatuses that are explosive in nature.
However, items designed to remove a lock, such as bolt cutters, or a handheld ram
designed to be operated by one person, are specifically excluded from this subdivision.

8. Firearms of.50 caliber or greater. However, standard issue shotguns are specifically
excluded from this subdivision.

9. Ammunition of.50 caliber or greater. However, standard issue shotgun ammunition is
specifically excluded from this subdivision.

10. Specialized firearms and ammunition of less than_.50 caliber, including assault
weapons as defined in sections § 30510 and § 30515 of the Penal Code, with the
exception of standard issue service weapons and ammunition of less than.50 caliber
that are issued to officers, agents, or employees of a law enforcement agency or a
state agency.

11. Any firearm or firearm accessory that is designed to launch explosive projectiles.
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12. "Flashbang" grenades and explosive breaching tools, "tear gas," and "pepper balls,"
excluding standard, service issued handheld pepper spray.

13. TASER® Shockwave, microwave weapons, water cannons, and the Long Range
Acoustic Device (LRAD).

14. The following projectile launch platforms and thier associated munitions: 40mm
projectile launchers, "bean bag," rubber bullet, and specialty impact munition (SIM)
weapons.

15. Any other equipment as determined by a governing body or a state agency to require
additional oversight.

16. Notwithstanding paragraphs (1) through (15), "Military Equipment" does not include
general equipment not designated as prohibited or controlled by the Federal Defense
Logistics Agency.

706.2   POLICY
It is the policy of the Monterey Police Department that members of this department comply with
the provisions of Government Code § 7071 with respect to military equipment. Use of military
equipment should safeguard public welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties.

706.3   MILITARY EQUIPMENT COORDINATOR
The Chief of Police designates the Assistant Chief of Police to act as the military equipment
coordinator. The responsibilities of the military equipment coordinator include but are not limited to:

(a) Acting as liaison to the governing body for matters related to the requirements of this
policy.

(b) Identifying department equipment that qualifies as military equipment in the current
possession of the Department, or the equipment the Department intends to acquire
that requires approval by the governing body.

(c) Conducting an inventory of all military equipment at least annually.

(d) Collaborating with any allied agency that may use military equipment within the
jurisdiction of Monterey Police Department (Government Code § 7071).

(e) Preparing for, scheduling, and coordinating the annual community engagement
meeting to include:

1. Publicizing the details of the meeting.

2. Preparing for public questions regarding the department's funding, acquisition,
and use of equipment.

(f) Preparing the annual military equipment report for submission to the Chief of Police
and ensuring that the report is made available on the department website (Government
Code § 7072).

(g) Coordinating the process for a person to register a complaint, concern, or question
about the use of a type of military equipment. The Department will respond in a timely
manner.
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A complaint, concern or question related to Military Equipment utilization by the Monterey Police
Department can be made through any of the below listed methods:

Email: militaryequipment@monterey.org

Web:https://www.monterey.org/city_hall/police/inside_mpd/
commendations_or_complaints.php

By phone: (831) 646-3830

By mail: Monterey Police Department; Attn: Military Equipment Use Coordinator; 351
Madison Street, Monterey, CA 93940

706.4   APPROVAL
This policy, and any subsequent amendments, will be available on the department website at least
30 days prior to any public hearing concerning the military equipment at issue. No later than May
1, 2022, this policy will be submitted to the City Council for approval, and will remain in effect
only if it is approved within 180 days of submission. Approval of this policy or any subsequent
amendments requires adoption by ordinance at an open session of a regular meeting providing
for public comment. The department will cease use of any military equipment if its use, or the
policy for its use, is not approved. An approved military equipment use policy is required prior to
engaging in any of the following (Government Code § 7071):

(a) Requesting military equipment made available pursuant to 10 USC § 2576a.

(b) Seeking funds for military equipment, including but not limited to applying for a grant,
soliciting or accepting private, local, state, or federal funds, in-kind donations, or other
donations or transfers.

(c) Acquiring military equipment either permanently or temporarily, including by borrowing
or leasing.

(d) Collaborating with another law enforcement agency in the deployment or other use of
military equipment within the jurisdiction of this department.

(e) Using any new or existing military equipment for a purpose, in a manner, or by a person
not previously approved by the governing body.

(f) Soliciting or responding to a proposal for, or entering into an agreement with, any other
person or entity to seek funds for, apply to receive, acquire, use, or collaborate in the
use of military equipment.

(g) Acquiring military equipment through any means not provided above.

706.5   COORDINATION WITH OTHER JURISDICTIONS
Military equipment used by other jurisdictions providing aid to MPD shall comply with their
respective military equipment use policies. MPD is a participating member of the Monterey
Peninsula Regional Special Response Unit (MPRSRU) in collaboration with other law enforcement
agencies on the Monterey Peninsula. MPRSRU provides capabilities to address specific law
enforcement issues, such as active shooter incidents, hostage situations, barricaded subject
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incidents, etc. MPD also collaborates and works with the Monterey County Sheriff's Department
and other local, state and federal law enforcement agencies that may provide aid to MPD.
Military equipment owned by other jurisdictions that may be used by MPRSRU inside the City
of Monterey's jurisdiction is listed in Section Two of the Military Equipment Inventory. MPD is
authorized to use that military equipment in connection with MPRSRU activities/responses.

706.6   ANNUAL REPORT
Within one year of approval of the military equipment use policy, and annually thereafter, the
Chief of Police or the authorized designee will submit a military equipment report for each type
of approved military equipment for as long as the military equipment is available for use. The
annual military equipment report will be publicly available on the department website for as long
as the military equipment is available for use. The report shall include all information required by
Government Code § 7072 for the preceding calendar year for each type of military equipment.

706.7   COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Within 30 days of submitting and publicly releasing the annual report, the Department shall hold
at least one well-publicized and conveniently located community engagement meeting, at which
the public may discuss and ask questions regarding the funding, acquisition, or use of military
equipment.

706.8   MILITARY EQUIPMENT INVENTORY
The attached list is divided into three sections.

• Section One - lists qualifying equipment that is owned and/or utilized by the Monterey
Police Department.

See attachment: MPD 706 Sec 1 - MPD Equip Owned Oper.pdf

• Section Two - lists qualifying equipment that is not owned by the Monterey Police
Department, but which is known to be owned and/or utilized by law enforcement
agencies which the Monterey Police Department collaborates and/or participates with
as part of the Monterey Peninsula Regional Special Response Unit (MPRSRU) for law
enforcement purposes.

See attachment: MPD 706 - Sec 2 - MPRSRU Equip Owned Oper.pdf

• Section Three - lists qualifying equipment that the Monterey Police Department will be
procuring, with anticipated dates of procurement.

See attachment: MPD 706 - Sec 3 - MPD SRU Equip Procurement.pdf
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AB 481 Category                                              

Govt Code §7070(c):

(14) The following projectile launch platforms and their associated munitions: 40mm projectile 

launchers, “bean bag,” rubber bullet, and specialty impact munition (SIM) weapons

Description: 37mm Less Lethal Launcher and Oleoresin Capsicum “OC” munitions

Quantity (existing/sought): 2 (existing)

Capabilities: 

The 37mm Less Lethal Launcher is capable of firing barricade penetrating “OC” rounds which 

disperse .02 ounces of OC powder into a defined space.  These munitions are designed to 

dislodge barricaded subjects from confined areas.

Expected lifespan: 15 years

Manufacturer's description:
The Federal 37 mm Less Lethal Launcher is a single-shot break-open platform designed to fire 

37mm less lethal oleoresin capsicum munitions.

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use:
The 37mm Less Lethal Launchers and “OC” Munitions are intended for use as a less-lethal use of 

force option.

Initial cost: $3,000 

Annual costs: $100 (includes munitions)

Legal: All applicable State, Federal and Local laws governing police use of force and crowd control.

Procedural: MPD Policies - 306 (Firearms), 303 (Control Devices and Techniques)

Required training: Two hours of intial training and two (2) hours every two (2) years (includes qualification)

Other:

Only Monterey Peninsula Regional Special Response Unit (MPRSRU) trained personnel and Less 

Lethal Instructors are authorized to use this Less Lethal launcher.  All MPRSRU members are 

required to complete an initial POST certified 80 hour basic SWAT course, 120 hours of annual 

training, and 24 hours of SWAT update training bi-annually.

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties and 

full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION ONE - QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT OWNED/UTILIZED BY THE MONTEREY POLICE DEPARTMENT

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use
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Govt Code §7070(c):

(14) The following projectile launch platforms and their associated munitions: 40mm projectile 

launchers, “bean bag,” rubber bullet, and specialty impact munition (SIM) weapons

Description: 40mm Less Lethal Launchers and Kinetic Energy Munitions 

Quantity (existing/sought): 3 (existing)

Capabilities: 
The 40mm Less Lethal Launcher is capable of firing 40mm Kinetic Energy Munitions, known as 

sponge projectiles.

Expected lifespan: 15 years

Manufacturer's description:

Penn Arms 40mm Multi-Shot launchers are manufactured using 4140 hardened steel, 6061-T6 

mil-spec anodized aluminum, and DuPont super tough glass-filled nylon. These launchers are 

lightweight, versatile, and used worldwide by police and corrections officers. The 40mm 

launcher is available in both pump-action advance and single shot versions.

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use:
The 40mm Less Lethal Launchers and Kinetic Energy Munitions are intended for use as a less-

lethal use of force option.

Initial cost: $26,000 

Annual costs: $3,000 (includes sponge projectiles for training)

Legal: All applicable State, Federal and Local laws governing police use of force. 

Procedural: MPD Policies - 306 (Firearms), 303 (Control Devices and Techniques)

Required training: Two (2) hours of initial training and (2) hours every (2) years (includes qualification)

Other: MPD has two (2) pump-action 40mm multi-shot launchers and one (1) single shot launcher

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties and 

full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION ONE - QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT OWNED/UTILIZED BY THE MONTEREY POLICE DEPARTMENT

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use
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Govt Code §7070(c):

(10) Specialized firearms and ammunition of less than .50 caliber, including assault weapons as 

defined in Sections 30510 and 30515 of the Penal Code, with the exception of standard issue 

service weapons and ammunition of less than .50 caliber that are issued to officers, agents, or 

employees of a law enforcement agency or a state agency

Description: Semiautomatic Rifles and Ammunition 

Quantity (existing/sought): 53 (existing)

Capabilities: The Colt/Spikes Tactical semiautomatic rifle is capable of firing 5.56mm projectile bullet.

Expected lifespan: 15 years

Manufacturer's description:

The Colt/Spikes Tactical features the railed forend. The rail system features the patented bolt-

up attachment system.  The Colt/Spikes Tactical semiautomatic rifle is unmatched in size, 

weight, and performance.

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use:

Officers may deploy the patrol rifle in any circumstance where the officer can articulate a 

reasonable expectation that the rifle may be needed. Examples of some general guidelines for 

deploying the patrol rifle may include but are not limited to:                                                                                                                                                           

(1) Situations where the member reasonably anticipates an armed encounter.

(2) When a member is faced with a situation that may require accurate and effective fire at long 

range.

(3) Situations where a member reasonably expects the need to meet or exceed a suspect's 

firepower.

(4) When a member reasonably believes that there may be a need to fire on a barricaded 

person or a person with a hostage.

(5) When a member reasonably believes that a suspect may be wearing body armor.

(6) When authorized or requested by a supervisor.

(7) When needed to euthanize an animal. 

Initial cost: Approximately $115,000

Annual costs: Approximately $6,000 (ammunition, repair parts, batteries, etc.)

Legal: 
CA Penal Code 33220(b).  All other applicable State, Federal and Local laws governing short-

barreled rifles and police use of force. 

Procedural: 
MPD Policies - 300 (Use of Force),  306 (Firearms), 412 (Rapid Response and Deployment)

Required training: 
CA POST certified 16-hour patrol rifle course & 4 hours annually / qualification annually

Other Notes:

These rifles are standard issue service weapons for MPD officers and as a result exempted from 

the Military Equipment Use Policy per CA Gov’t Code §7070 (c)(10).  They have been included in 

this document for transparency.

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties and 

full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION ONE - QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT OWNED/UTILIZED BY THE MONTEREY POLICE DEPARTMENT

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use
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Govt Code §7070(c):

(14) The following projectile launch platforms and their associated munitions: 40mm projectile 

launchers, “bean bag,” rubber bullet, and specialty impact munition (SIM) weapons

Description: Remington 870 Shotgun and Kinetic Energy Munitions 

Quantity (existing/sought): 14 (existing)

Capabilities: 
The shotgun Less Lethal platform is capable of firing CSI “Super-Sock” Kinetic Energy Munitions, 

which are fiber bean bag projectiles.

Expected lifespan: 15 years

Manufacturer's description:
The Remington Shotgun is milled from a single block of steel.  The stock and fore grip are 

comprised of fiberglass-reinforced polymer with a rubber over-molding.   This shotgun is a U.S.-

made pump-action shotgun.  The magazine tube holds 6 less-lethal rounds. 

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use:
The shotgun Less Lethal platform and Kinetic Energy Munitions are intended for use as a less-

lethal use of force option.

Initial cost: $7,000 

Annual costs: $1,500 (includesfiber bean bag projectiles)

Legal: All applicable State, Federal and Local laws governing police use of force. 

Procedural: MPD Policies - 306 (Firearms), 303 (Control Devices and Techniques)

Required training: Two hours of initial training and two (2) hours every two (2) years (includes qualification)

Other:

Less Lethal Shotguns are painted orange to signify the use as a less-lethal device.  The MPD does 

not utilize shotgun ammunition that is designed for lethal purposes. 

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties and 

full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION ONE - QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT OWNED/UTILIZED BY THE MONTEREY POLICE DEPARTMENT

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use
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Govt Code §7070(c):

(10) Specialized firearms and ammunition of less than .50 caliber, including assault weapons as 

defined in Sections 30510 and 30515 of the Penal Code, with the exception of standard issue 

service weapons and ammunition of less than .50 caliber that are issued to officers, agents, or 

employees of a law enforcement agency or a state agency

Description: The Larue OBR AR-10 is a semiautomatic rifle capable of firing a 7.62mm projectile bullet.

Quantity (existing/sought): 1 (existing)

Capabilities: The Larue OBR AR-10 is a semiautomatic rifle capable of firing a 7.62mm projectile bullet.

Expected lifespan: 15 years

Manufacturer's description:

The LaRue OBR (Optimized Battle Rifle) was built from the ground up, using a newly designed 

upper-receiver platform, combined with a lower, inspired from our successful 5.56 MM lower. 

Both the upper and lower are CNC-machined from billet, for the optimum fit and consistency. 

The receiver components are designed with more material in critical areas to alleviate known 

issues of weakness in 7.62 platforms and to stiffen the receiver, translating into maximum 

accuracy.

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use:

This rifle is authorized for use by Precision Rifle/Observer SWAT Operator(s) only.  It is deployed 

in conjunction with the Monterey Peninsula Regional Special Response Unit SWAT Team during 

high-risk incidents.

Initial cost: $10,000 (includes scope and other accessories)

Annual costs: $2,000 (includes ammunition and cleaning supplies)

Legal: All applicable State, Federal and Local laws governing police use of force. 

Procedural: 

MPD Policies - 300 (Use of Force), 306 (Firearms), 404 (Monterey Peninsula Regional Special 

Response Unit), 412 (Rapid Response and Deployment)

Required training: 

All MPRSRU members are required to complete an initial POST certified 80 hour basic SWAT 

course, 120 hours of annual training, and 24 hours of SWAT update training bi-annually.  

MPRSRU Precision Rifle/Observers must also complete a 40 Post certified SWAT precision 

rifle/observer course and attend 120 hours of training annually.

Other: N/A

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties and 

full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION ONE - QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT OWNED/UTILIZED BY THE MONTEREY POLICE DEPARTMENT

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use
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Govt Code §7070(c):

(10) Specialized firearms and ammunition of less than .50 caliber, including assault weapons as 

defined in Sections 30510 and 30515 of the Penal Code, with the exception of standard issue 

service weapons and ammunition of less than .50 caliber that are issued to officers, agents, or 

employees of a law enforcement agency or a state agency

Description: Desert Tech SRS M2 Precision Rifle 

Quantity (existing/sought): 1 (existing)

Capabilities: 
The Desert Tech SRS M2 is a bolt action rifle capable of firing a .308 caliber projectile bullet.

Expected lifespan: 15 years

Manufacturer's description:
The SRS-M2 adds the ability to make fast and easy adjustments to accessories mounted on the 

forearm through the integrated Area 419 Arcalock rail. The full-length 30 MOA tapered top rail 

minimizes optical visual displacement when moving between day and night scopes. 

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use:

This rifle is authorized for use by Precision Rifle/Observer SWAT Operator(s) only.  It is deployed 

in conjunction with the Monterey Peninsula Regional Special Response Unit SWAT Team during 

high-risk incidents.

Initial cost: $10,000 (rifle, scope, attachments/equipment)

Annual costs: $2,000 (includes ammunition and cleaning supplies)

Legal: All applicable State, Federal and Local laws governing police use of force. 

Procedural: 

MPD Policies - 300 (Use of Force), 306 (Firearms), 404 (Monterey Peninsula Regional Special 

Response Unit), 412 (Rapid Response and Deployment)

Required training: 

All MPRSRU members are required to complete an initial POST certified 80 hour basic SWAT 

course, 120 hours of annual training, and 24 hours of SWAT update training bi-annually.  

MPRSRU Precision Rifle/Observers must also complete a 40 Post certified SWAT precision 

rifle/observer course and attend 120 hours of training annually.

Other: N/A

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties and 

full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION ONE - QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT OWNED/UTILIZED BY THE MONTEREY POLICE DEPARTMENT

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use



AB 481 Category                                                              

Govt Code §7070(c):

(10) Specialized firearms and ammunition of less than .50 caliber, including assault weapons as 

defined in Sections 30510 and 30515 of the Penal Code, with the exception of standard issue 

service weapons and ammunition of less than .50 caliber that are issued to officers, agents, or 

employees of a law enforcement agency or a state agency

Description: FN SPR Precision Rifle 

Quantity (existing/sought): 1 (existing)

Capabilities: The FN SPR is a bolt action rifle capable of firing a .308 caliber projectile bullet.

Expected lifespan: 15 years

Manufacturer's description:

All A5 M barrels are MIL-SPEC cold hammer-forged, fluted and have a hard-chromed bore. 

These rifles excel at long-range target shooting and tactical competition. The A5M has a 

detachable box magazine (DBM) in 308 Winchester models. The one-piece steel MIL-STD-1913 

optical rail has an additional 20 MOA of elevation built in. The fully adjustable matte black 

McMillan™ fiberglass stock offers a close-radius upright grip, textured gripping surfaces, 

undercut buttstock profile, semi-wide tapered fore-end, adjustable comb and four flush 

mounting points for slings plus a steel bipod stud.

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use:

This rifle is authorized for use by Precision Rifle/Observer SWAT Operator(s) only.  It is deployed 

in conjunction with the Monterey Peninsula Regional Special Response Unit SWAT Team during 

high-risk incidents.

Initial cost: $10,000 (rifle, scope, attachments/equipment)

Annual costs: $2,000 (includes ammunition and cleaning supplies)

Legal: All applicable State, Federal and Local laws governing police use of force. 

Procedural: 

MPD Policies - 300 (Use of Force), 306 (Firearms), 404 (Monterey Peninsula Regional Special 

Response Unit), 412 (Rapid Response and Deployment)

Required training: 

All MPRSRU members are required to complete an initial POST certified 80 hour basic SWAT 

course, 120 hours of annual training, and 24 hours of SWAT update training bi-annually.  

MPRSRU Precision Rifle/Observers must also complete a 40 Post certified SWAT precision 

rifle/observer course and attend 120 hours of training annually.

Other: N/A

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties and 

full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION ONE - QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT OWNED/UTILIZED BY THE MONTEREY POLICE DEPARTMENT

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use
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AB 481 Category                                                                    

Govt Code §7070(c):

(14) The following projectile launch platforms and their associated munitions: 40mm projectile 

launchers, “bean bag,” rubber bullet, and specialty impact munition (SIM) weapons

Description: 37mm Less Lethal Launcher and Oleoresin Capsicum “OC” munitions

Quantity (existing/sought): 0 (owned by collaborating law enforcement agency for MPRSRU SWAT Team)

Capabilities: 

The 37mm Less Lethal Launcher is capable of firing barricade penetrating “OC” rounds which 

disperse .02 ounces of OC powder into a defined space.  These munitions are designed to 

dislodge barricaded subjects from confined areas.

Expected lifespan: 15 years

Manufacturer's description:
The Federal 37 mm Less Lethal Launcher. Is a single-shot break-open platform designed to fire 

37mm less lethal oleoresin capsicum munitions.

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use:
The 37mm Less Lethal Launchers and “OC” Munitions are intended for use as a less-lethal use 

of force option.

Initial cost: $0 (not owned by MPD)

Annual costs: $0 (not maintained by MPD)

Legal: All applicable State, Federal and Local laws governing police use of force.

Procedural: MPD Policies - 404 (Monterey Peninsula Regional Special Response Unit)

Required training: 

All MPRSRU members are required to complete an initial POST certified 80 hour basic SWAT 

course, 120 hours of annual training, and 24 hours of SWAT update training bi-annually.  

MPRSRU members train on this piece of equipment 4 hours annually.  

Other:

The Monterey Police Department participates in the Monterey Peninsula Regional Special 

Response Unit SWAT Team (MPRSRU).  This equipment is owned and operated by MPRSRU 

SWAT. While the Monterey Police Department does not own this equipment, it could be used 

in Monterey by MPRSRU SWAT if they are deployed to an incident within city limits.

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties and 

full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION TWO - QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT OWNED/UTILIZED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES THE MPD COLLABORATES 

AND/OR PARTICIPATES WITH AS PART OF THE MPRSRU FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use



AB 481 Category                                                                                       

Govt Code §7070(c):

(14) The following projectile launch platforms and their associated munitions: 40mm projectile 

launchers, “bean bag,” rubber bullet, and specialty impact munition (SIM) weapons

Description: 40mm Less Lethal Launchers and Kinetic Energy Munitions 

Quantity (existing/sought): 0 (owned by collaborating law enforcement agency for MPRSRU SWAT Team)

Capabilities: 
The 40mm Less Lethal Launcher is capable of firing 40mm Kinetic Energy Munitions, known as 

sponge projectiles

Expected lifespan: 15 years

Manufacturer's description:

Penn Arms 40mm Multi-Shot launchers are manufactured using 4140 hardened steel, 6061-T6 

mil-spec anodized aluminum, and DuPont super tough glass-filled nylon. These launchers are 

lightweight, versatile, and used worldwide by police and corrections officers. The 40mm 

launcher is available in both pump-action advance and single shot versions

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use:
The 40mm Less Lethal Launchers and Kinetic Energy Munitions are intended for use as a less-

lethal use of force option.

Initial cost: $0 (not owned by MPD)

Annual costs: $0 (not maintained by MPD)

Legal: All applicable State, Federal and Local laws governing police use of force. 

Procedural: MPD Policies - 404 (Monterey Peninsula Regional Special Response Unit)

Required training: 
All MPRSRU members are required to complete an initial POST certified 80 hour basic SWAT 

course, 120 hours of annual training, and 24 hours of SWAT update training bi-annually.  

MPRSRU members train on this piece of equipment 4 hours annually.  

Other:

The Monterey Police Department participates in the Monterey Peninsula Regional Special 

Response Unit SWAT Team (MPRSRU).  This equipment is registered to the Sand City Police 

Department for use by MPRSRU SWAT. While the Monterey Police Department does not own 

this equipment, it could be used in Monterey by MPRSRU SWAT if they are deployed to an 

incident within city limits.

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties and 

full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION TWO - QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT OWNED/UTILIZED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES THE MPD COLLABORATES 

AND/OR PARTICIPATES WITH AS PART OF THE MPRSRU FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use



AB 481 Category                                                       

Govt Code §7070(c):

(10) Specialized firearms and ammunition of less than .50 caliber, including assault weapons as 

defined in Sections 30510 and 30515 of the Penal Code, with the exception of standard issue 

service weapons and ammunition of less than .50 caliber that are issued to officers, agents, or 

employees of a law enforcement agency or a state agency

Description: Remington 870 Breaching Shotgun 

Quantity (existing/sought): 0 (owned by collaborating law enforcement agency for MPRSRU SWAT Team)

Capabilities: 
Remington 870 12 gauge shotgun modified with pistol grip and barrel standoff designed for 

breaching doors or other points of entry.

Expected lifespan: Unknown

Manufacturer's description:
The Remington Shotgun is milled from a single block of steel.  The stock and fore grip are 

comprised of fiberglass-reinforced polymer with a rubber over-molding.   This shotgun is a U.S.-

made pump-action shotgun.  The magazine tube holds 6 less-lethal rounds. 

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use:

A breaching shotgun can be deployed any time tactical operators determine that it is 

necessary to complete a lawful breaching, and other breaching methods are determined to be 

ineffective. Shotgun breaching generally needs to be supported by exigent circumstances 

necessitating immediate access for public safety.

Initial cost: $0 (not owned by MPD)

Annual costs: $0 (not maintained by MPD)

Legal: All applicable State, Federal and Local laws governing police use of force.

Procedural: MPD Policies - 404 (Monterey Peninsula Regional Special Response Unit)

Required training: 
All MPRSRU members are required to complete an initial POST certified 80 hour basic SWAT 

course, 120 hours of annual training, and 24 hours of SWAT update training bi-annually.  

MPRSRU members train on this piece of equipment 4 hours annually.  

Other:

The Monterey Police Department participates in the Monterey Peninsula Regional Special 

Response Unit SWAT Team (MPRSRU).  This equipment is registered to the Seaside Police 

Department and operated by MPRSRU SWAT. While the Monterey Police Department does 

not own this equipment, it could be used in Monterey by MPRSRU SWAT if they are deployed 

to an incident within city limits.

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties and 

full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION TWO - QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT OWNED/UTILIZED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES THE MPD COLLABORATES 

AND/OR PARTICIPATES WITH AS PART OF THE MPRSRU FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use



AB 481 Category                                                                                  

Govt Code §7070(c):

(5) Command and control vehicles that are either built or modified to facilitate the operational 

control and direction of public safety units

Description: Workhorse commercial van 

Quantity (existing/sought): 0 (owned by collaborating law enforcement agency for MPRSRU SWAT Team)

Capabilities: Vehicles modified to facilitate the control and direction of public safety units.

Expected lifespan: Unknown

Manufacturer's description: Unavailable

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use: Workspace for commanding/supervising personnel during critical incidents.  Also utilized for 

community outreach events such as National Night Out, Public Safety Outreach, etc.

Initial cost: $0 (not owned by MPD)

Annual costs: $0 (not maintained by MPD)

Legal: All applicable State, Federal and Local laws.

Procedural: MPD Policies - 404 (Monterey Peninsula Regional Special Response Unit)

Required training: 

MPRSU SWAT Team provides internal training for staff members prior to allowing them to 

operate these vehicles.  All MPRSRU members are required to complete an initial POST certified 

80 hour basic SWAT course, 120 hours of annual training, and 24 hours of SWAT update training 

bi-annually.

Other:

The Monterey Police Department participates in the Monterey Peninsula Regional Special 

Response Unit SWAT Team (MPRSRU).  This equipment is registered to the Seaside Police 

Department and operated by MPRSRU SWAT. While the Monterey Police Department does not 

own this equipment, it could be used in Monterey by MPRSRU SWAT if they are deployed to an 

incident within city limits.

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties and 

full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION TWO - QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT OWNED/UTILIZED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES THE MPD COLLABORATES 

AND/OR PARTICIPATES WITH AS PART OF THE MPRSRU FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use



AB 481 Category                                                            

Govt Code §7070(c):

(12) “Flashbang” grenades and explosive breaching tools, “tear gas,” and “pepper balls,” 

excluding standard, service-issued handheld pepper spray

Description: Flashbang grenades, explosive breaching tools, tear gas and pepper balls 

Quantity (existing/sought): 0 (owned by collaborating law enforcement agency for MPRSRU SWAT Team)

Capabilities: 
Capable of breaching doors, gates, windows, and other points of entry, creating explosive 

distractions, and/or deploying tear gas or pepper chemical.

Expected lifespan: Unknown

Manufacturer's description:

Defense Technology® offers a complete range of less lethal products and solutions to law 

enforcement professionals. A full-line manufacturer, Defense Technology’s premier product 

lines are grouped into five categories including aerosols, impact munitions, distraction devices, 

chemical munitions and launchers. We are committed to manufacturing the safest possible 

products and providing comprehensive training for detectives, patrol and tactical officers.

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use:
Breaching doors, gates, windows, and other points of entry, creating explosive distractions, 

and/or deploying tear gas or pepper chemicals.

Initial cost: $0 (not owned by MPD)

Annual costs: $0 (not maintained by MPD)

Legal: All applicable State, Federal and Local laws.

Procedural: MPD Policies - 404 (Monterey Peninsula Regional Special Response Unit)

Required training: 

All MPRSRU members are required to complete an initial POST certified 80 hour basic SWAT 

course, 120 hours of annual training, and 24 hours of SWAT update training bi-annually.  

MPRSRU members train on this piece of equipment 10 hours annually.  

Other:

The Monterey Police Department participates in the Monterey Peninsula Regional Special 

Response Unit SWAT Team (MPRSRU).  This equipment is owned and operated by MPRSRU 

SWAT. While the Monterey Police Department does not own this equipment, it could be used 

in Monterey by MPRSRU SWAT if they are deployed to an incident within city limits.

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties and 

full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION TWO - QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT OWNED/UTILIZED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES THE MPD COLLABORATES 

AND/OR PARTICIPATES WITH AS PART OF THE MPRSRU FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use



AB 481 Category                                                                      

Govt Code §7070(c):

(3) High mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicles (HMMWV), commonly referred to as 

Humvees, two and one-half-ton trucks, five-ton trucks, or wheeled vehicles that have a 

breaching or entry apparatus attached. However, unarmored all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) and 

motorized dirt bikes are specifically excluded from this subdivision

Description: MPRSRU Rescue Vehicle (Lenco Bearcat Armored Vehicle) 

Quantity (existing/sought): 0 (owned by collaborating law enforcement agency for MPRSRU SWAT Team)

Capabilities: 
Capable of transporting personnel and equipment while providing them with armored 

protection.  Also has a breaching apparatus that can be attached.

Expected lifespan: 10 years

Manufacturer's description:

The Lenco BearCat is the standard tactical armored vehicle for special operations units within 

the US Law Enforcement community. Since the early 2000s, agencies such as LAPD, LASD SEB, 

NYPD ESU, Boston PD and hundreds of Federal, State and Local Law Enforcement agencies 

have made the BearCat part of their standard operating procedure. The Bearcat has excellent 

on-road driving characteristics and maneuverability in tight urban settings. The large floor 

plan seats 10 – 12 fully equipped officers.

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use:

The SRU Rescue Vehicle (Lenco Bearcat Armored Vehicle) is intended for use during critical 

incidents including, but not limited to: (a) Hostage situations; (b) Barricaded subject 

incidents; (c) Active shooter situations; (d) High risk arrest and search warrants; (e) Any 

threat of explosive devices; (f) Other situations where ballistic protection is necessary for the 

protection of personnel. The SRU Rescue Vehicle will not be deployed for situations such as 

peaceful protests or demonstrations where violence is not threatened toward the public, 

property or law enforcement personnel. When deploying the vehicle one must consider how 

its use or misuse could create fear or distrust in the community and take steps to mitigate 

those negative effects.  The SRU Rescue vehicle may be deployed for exhibition at 

community based events for the purpose of educating and familiarizing the public with its 

use and purpose.

Initial cost: $0 (not owned by MPD)

Annual costs: $0 (not maintained by MPD)

Legal: All applicable State, Federal and Local laws.

Procedural: MPD Policies - 404 (Monterey Peninsula Regional Special Response Unit)

Required training: 

The SRU Rescue Vehicle is driven by approved personnel who have received training in the 

vehicle’s operation. The training includes both classroom and practical driving exercises. 

Operators also receive scenario based training to include the decision making process as to 

how it should and should not be deployed. Scenario based training includes constitutional 

and community policing principles as it relates to SRU Rescue Vehicle deployment.  All 

MPRSRU members are required to complete an initial POST Certified 80 hour basic SWAT 

course, 120 hours of annual training, and 24 hours of SWAT update training bi-annually.

Other:

The Monterey Police Department participates in the Monterey Peninsula Regional Special 

Response Unit SWAT Team (MPRSRU).  This equipment is registered to the Marina Police 

Depatment and utilized by MPRSRU SWAT. While the Monterey Police Department does not 

own this equipment, it could be used in Monterey by MPRSRU SWAT if they are deployed to 

an incident within city limits.  It may also be used in Monterey at community events for 

educational and familiarization purposes.

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties 

and full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION TWO - QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT OWNED/UTILIZED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES THE MPD COLLABORATES 

AND/OR PARTICIPATES WITH AS PART OF THE MPRSRU FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use



AB 481 Category                                                                       

Govt Code §7070(c): (1) Unmanned, remotely piloted, powered aerial or ground vehicles

Description: Unmanned, remotely piloted, powered arial and ground vehicles 

Quantity (existing/sought):

0 (owned by collaborating law enforcement agency for MPRSRU SWAT Team and Sheriff's 

Bomb Squad)

Capabilities: 

Vehicles are capable of being remotely navigated to provide scene information and intelligence 

in the form of video and still images transmitted to first responders. 

Expected lifespan: 5 years

Manufacturer's description:

Remotely operated land vehicles to support various mission areas such as explosive device 

remediation, hazardous materials operations, tactical law enforcement operations, search & 

rescue, and surveillance/detection.  Examples include, but are not limited to rovers, scout 

vehicles, and surveillance platforms. Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) comprises an unmanned 

aircraft and the equipment necessary for the safe and efficient operation of that aircraft.  The 

system generally includes a fixed or rotary-wing (tethered or non-thethered) aircraft and a 

ground control station.

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use:

To enhance the safety of potentially dangerous situations by providing first responders with 

the ability to monitor video feed from vehicle cameras of hazardous areas prior to, or in lieu of, 

sending in personnel.  Remotely piloted ground vehicles may be used to investigate and 

mitigate potential explosive devices.   UAS/Drone/Arial platforms may be used for search and 

rescue; suspect apprehension crime scene documentation; tactical operations; scene security; 

hazard monitoring; identification and mitigation; response to emergency calls; crisis 

communications; legally authorized surviellance.

Initial cost: $0 (not owned by MPD)

Annual costs: $0 (not maintained by MPD)

Legal: 

All applicable State, Federal and Local laws.  Any use of UAS/Drone platforms will be in strict 

accordance with constitutional and privacy rights and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 

regulations.

Procedural: MPD Policies - 404 (Monterey Peninsula Regional Special Response Unit)

Required training: 

MPRSRU SWAT Team provides internal training for staff members prior to allowing them to 

operate the ground vehicle equipment.  All MPRSRU members are required to complete an 

initial POST certified 80 hour basic SWAT course, 120 hours of annual training, and 24 hours of 

SWAT update training bi-annually.  Prior to piloting any UAS/Drone staff members must secure 

an FAA Remote Pilot License and complete training required by FAA COA.

Other:

The Monterey Police Department participates in the Monterey Peninsula Regional Special 

Response Unit SWAT Team (MPRSRU).  The Monterey County Sheriff's Office also provides the 

regional explosive mitigation team "bomb squad."  This equipment is owned and operated by 

MPRSRU SWAT and the Monterey County Sheriff's Department. While the Monterey Police 

Department does not own this equipment, it could be used in Monterey by MPRSRU SWAT or 

the Monterey County Sheriff's Department if they are deployed to an incident within city 

limits.

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties and 

full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION TWO - QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT OWNED/UTILIZED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES THE MPD COLLABORATES 

AND/OR PARTICIPATES WITH AS PART OF THE MPRSRU FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use
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AB 481 Category 

Govt Code §7070(c):

(14) The following projectile launch platforms and their associated munitions: 40mm projectile 

launchers, “bean bag,” rubber bullet, and specialty impact munition (SIM) weapons

Description: 40mm Less Lethal Launchers and Kinetic Energy Munitions 

Quantity (existing/sought): 12 (sought ‐ (1) for each police vehicle)

Capabilities: 
The 40mm Less Lethal Launcher is capable of firing 40mm Kinetic Energy Munitions, known as 

sponge projectiles.

Expected lifespan: 15 years

Manufacturer's description:
Penn Arms 40MM Single Shot Launcher, collapsing stock.  L140‐3 – A 40mm single‐shot break‐

open frame launcher with a rifled barrel, collapsible stock and combo rail.  Features include:  

Double‐action trigger, trigger lock push button and hammer lock safeties.  

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use:
The 40mm Less Lethal Launchers and Kinetic Energy Munitions are intended for use as a less‐

lethal use of force option.

Initial cost: $15,000 

Annual costs:  $3,000 (includes sponge projectiles for training)

Legal: All applicable State, Federal and Local laws governing police use of force. 

Procedural: MPD Policies ‐ 306 (Firearms), 303 (Control Devices and Techniques)

Required training:  Two (2) hours of initial training and (2) hours every (2) years (includes qualification)

Other:

(12) additional single shot launchers will replace the current aged‐out less lethal shotguns.  

These would be purchased in 2022.

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties and 

full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION THREE ‐ QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT THAT THE MPD WILL BE PROCURING WITH ANTICIPATED DATES OF PROCUREMENT

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use



AB 481 Category 

Govt Code §7070(c):

(5) Command and control vehicles that are either built or modified to facilitate the operational 

control and direction of public safety units

Description: LDV Inc. Custom Specialty Vehicles ‐ Crisis Negotiation Team Command Vehicle

Quantity (existing/sought): 1 (sought to be owned by MPD and utilized by MPRSRU ‐ CNT)

Capabilities: Vehicles modified to act as Negotiations Operations Center at critical incidents.

Expected lifespan: 20 Years

Manufacturer's description: 2022 Ford E‐450 Cutaway ‐ Emergency Response Vehicle ‐ Mobile Command Vehicle

Purpose(s)/Authorized Use:

This vehicle will provide a designated Negotitations Opersons Center (NOC) in a constant state 

of operational readiness for the MPRSRU Crisis Negotiations Team (CNT) that will aid in the 

resolution of crisis incidents.  Also utilized for community outreach events such as National 

Night Out, Public Safety Outreach, etc.

Initial cost: 

$200,000 initial outlay to be reimbursed through the Homeland Security Grant Program ‐ Urban 

Areas Security Initiative.  This vehicle would not be procured until October 2023 in FY 24. 

Annual costs:  $2,500 / year maintenance and upkeep

Legal: All applicable State, Federal and Local laws.

Procedural: MPD Policies ‐ 404 (Monterey Peninsula Regional Special Response Unit)

Required training: 
MPRSU CNT team provides internal training for staff members prior to allowing them to operate 

these vehicles.  All MPRSRU CNT members are required to complete an initial POST certified 40 

hour basic Hostage Negotiation course AND 48 hours of annual training.

Other:

The Monterey Police Department participates in the Monterey Peninsula Regional Special 

Response Unit CNT Team (MPRSRU).  This equipment will be registered to the Monterey Police 

and operated by MPRSRU CNT. This equipment could be used in Monterey by MPRSRU CNT if 

they are deployed to an incident within city limits.

(5) The training, including any course required by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, that must be 

completed before any officer, agent, or employee of the law enforcement agency or the state agency is allowed to use each 

specific type of military equipment to ensure the full protection of the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights, and civil liberties and 

full adherence to the military equipment use policy

SECTION THREE ‐ QUALIFYING EQUIPMENT THAT THE MPD WILL BE PROCURING WITH ANTICIPATED DATES OF PROCUREMENT

(1) A description of each type of military equipment, the quantity sought, its capabilities, expected lifespan, and product 

descriptions from the manufacturer of the military equipment 

(2) The purposes and authorized uses for which the law enforcement agency or the state agency proposes to use each type of 

military equipment

(3) The fiscal impact of each type of military equipment, including the initial costs of obtaining the equipment and estimated 

annual costs of maintaining the equipment

(4) The legal and procedural rules that govern each authorized use


